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Abstract. Technology designers and developers can be understood as social ex-
perience (SE) mediators. In user experience (UX), notions of SE have served to
identify and define the factors contributing to human-technology interaction
(HTI). Three dominant perspectives have been promoted in UX discourse: 1) SE
of brand, brand value and consumer culture; 2) technology design as mediator of
human-to-human interactions; and 3) meaning generation through action and in-
teraction between actors. Symbolic interactionalism understands meaning as oc-
curring through dialogue, in the construction of the social self, promoting self-
reflection as a social construction. This theorisation of social experience is valu-
able in the context of HTI as it allows for greater insight into the immaterial di-
mensions of technology integration in human societies. The purpose of this paper
is to break down the factors contributing to social emotional experience of tech-
nology through illustrating how it operates according to fashion – temporality
and spatiality in culture. This is a theoretical paper that presents a review of social
experience, social emotional and collective emotion based literature in light of
fashion and design. The result is a presentation of a proposed fashion framework
of social emotions in technology interaction design (FASHEM). Based on sym-
bolic interactionism, FASHEM helps break down emotional technology experi-
ence into a matrix of self, other, design semiotic interactions.

Keywords: Social experience, Emotions, Fashion, Human-technology interac-
tion, Symbolic interactionism, Culture, Cognition.

1 Introduction

“Fashion speaks a tension between the crowd and the individual at every stage
in the development of the nineteenth and twentieth century metropolis.”

([1], p.11)

Collective emotions (CEs) are phenomena that have been examined in great detail in
the fields of cultural and social psychology (see e.g., [2][3]), sociology, cultural studies
and politics, particularly in relation to political propaganda [4], the role of the arts and
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design in facilitating this propaganda [5], and indeed the links between fashion, politics
and technology [6]. While any form of cultural production may be considered technol-
ogy, as it is intentionally created by human beings for a purpose, what is often known
as technology (from the times of industrialization and beyond) encompassing artefacts
and systems such as machinery and information technology (IT) can be understood as
part and parcel of cultural circumstances. Technology (machinery and IT especially)
has been used as symbolic vehicles in various cultural movements such as last century’s
Bauhaus, a modern movement that offered a new cultural exchange and vision for the
era [7]. Bauhaus has just been revived as a symbolic signifier by The President of the
European Commission, Ursula Von Der Leyen, under the program called The New Eu-
ropean Bauhaus. It metaphorically represents a creative and interdisciplinary initiative,
convening a space of encounter to design future ways of living, situated at the cross-
roads between art, culture, social inclusion, science and technology, and which reflects
the principles and objectives of current sustainable development as well collective co-
creation in the operating environment of the 2020s [8].

Design culture that, according to Guy Julier [9] encompasses designers, production,
and consumption, is a culturally specific practice, driven almost entirely by strategies
of differentiation. It may be understood as the relationship between the process of value,
of creation and circulation and of practice, where the designer’s role is in the generation
of value. And not just commercial but also social, cultural, environmental, political and
symbolic value. Value generation occurs in an expanded field of activity whereby cul-
tural information is filtered through a range of platforms and moments. Non-material
elements, such as existing knowledge networks, legislation, political pressure, eco-
nomic fluctuations and fiscal policies, are also contextual factors on which these draw.
That is, culture formulates, formats, channels, circulates, contains and retrieves infor-
mation. Design, therefore, is more than just the creation of visual artefacts to be used
or ‘read’. It is also about the structuring of systems of encounter within the visual and
material world [9], where technology designers and developers can also be understood
as social experience (SE) mediators.

1.1 Fashion and Collective Emotions

Fashion, in turn, can be understood as a general concept that reflects society and
culture. Therefore, thinking through fashion can deepen the understanding of human
social life, that is, circulating sociocultural dynamics, tangible and intangible systems
of value signification, as well as individual and collective agents [10] relevant to hu-
man-technology interaction (HTI) development practices. Although fashion is most
commonly associated with commodities that signify modernity, desirability, and a par-
ticular lifestyle (see e.g., [11][12]), it can also be treated as a cultural form of life that
applies virtually to the human experience in its entirety and rooted in the very nature of
the human being as such [13] (introduction) – indeed, life provides a solid concept for
interaction processes and therefore anticipating cultural and life form changes is essen-
tial when designing for the future [14]. Fashion also brings with it the dimension of
temporality (see e.g., [15][16]) (often referred to as Zeitgeist, “the spirit of the era”) as
well as the dynamics of collective behavior and mutual adaptation (see e.g., [15] [17])
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Thus, in addition to objects, the concept of fashion also refers to the way in which
certain forms of culture are disseminated, valued and experienced at a given point in
time [18]. Hardly any area of contemporary social life is not subject to fashion [17].

When considering the connections between design, technology, culture, and the hu-
man mind(s), it is helpful to understand these connections through collective cognition
and emotions. CEs in particular, are a way of explaining how, in relation to cultural
production – design and technological discourse – people generate particular emotional
reactions and experiences. Design objects alone, without matching mental contents, or
previously learned knowledge of the designs held by people who encounter them, pos-
sess no meaning [19][20]. People of the same culture often share mental representations
and underlying patterns of thought [14]. Apperception is the term used for describing
how people process the information represented in design, whereby the information
available in the forms and characteristics present in the artefacts and systems are inte-
grated and associated with already mentally stored, or previously learned knowledge
[21]. This covers all aspects of the construction of information contents in mental rep-
resentations [22]. That is, interpretative processes that occur through informational as-
similation and integration are what enable design to exist and operate. It is once an
individual possesses knowledge that matches and recognizes the encountered phenom-
ena (i.e., actualized design product), that it maintains the power to signify or mean
something [23].

1.2 Design, Culture and Social Experience

Given the cultural, or higher level nature of these designs – people needing to learn
about design in order to associate it with e.g., values, actions or functions – it should be
understood that design cognition and experience is always dependent on social pro-
cesses [24][25]. For example, Van Rompay [26] raises the issue of the ability to meta-
phorize due to the fact that people who interact with products often make implicit com-
parisons, not only with products in different categories, but also with products and other
phenomena (such as other people). This process occurs in order to learn about one ob-
ject by combining the knowledge of it with another. In addition, he reminds us of the
role of conventions that are learned through interacting within a culture and that help to
readily associate objects with specific socio-cultural values and purposes [26].

Expressiveness of a specific form is enabled through learned responses and associa-
tions shared by a group. Certain formal qualities may thus symbolize ideas imbued with
emotions [27]. We learn about designed products (i.e., real world objects, systems, ser-
vices, processes etc.)  through other people, and similarly to them, we also learn about
the qualities of its experience [28].  Thus, an element of this social experience (SE) is
CEs. CEs are always dependent on the interplay between actions, emotions and context
within the frames of societal discourse [29]. “Collective emotions… play a pivotal role
both in shaping the individual and societal responses to conflicting events (i.e., collec-
tive and group-based emotions) and in contributing to the evolution of a social context
that maintains the collective emotions that have developed” [29] (p. 442). According to
the review of Van Kleef and Fischer [30], CEs are qualitatively different from the ex-
perience of individual emotions, thus underlining the importance of studying emotional
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phenomena at the group level. For example, they provide additional insight into ways
in which similarity and identification shape emotional experiences in groups [30].

Oftentimes CEs are discussed on a relatively general level. Yet, from this general
definition we can understand CEs as emotions that are experienced by numerous people
in a similar way within particular societies [31]. Saying this, while the emotions expe-
rienced may resemble one another, there may be many different reasons for why indi-
viduals experience phenomena in a certain way. That is, expressed emotions may seem
similar if not identical, but the qualities of the experiences, or elements and memories
through which the emotions are derived may differ radically from one person to the
next. Saying this, emotions provide a key ‘spiritual’ and/or cognitive, experiential link
from one person to another. Group emotions, or group-based emotions, serve to connect
different individuals within a group [32]. Group membership in itself, and what it re-
flects in terms of values and actions, is a hub for emotions, and emotional experience
through identification. When group membership becomes a salient part of the self, one
begins to feel emotions on behalf of the group rather than simply as an individual [30].

2 Collective and group emotions in culture and social contexts

Both CEs and group emotions are ways of describing how individuals experience emo-
tions through social, cultural, and other collective events and discourse. These collec-
tive experiences may be difficult to separate from solely individual or subjective expe-
riences [33]. This is where culture itself enters the picture, as the relationship between
culture and psychology has been a keen area of study for centuries. A cultural approach
involves the assumption that emotions are constructed by the process of culture [34].
Emotion theorists have sought the universality of emotions in different cultures. For
example, Mesquita, Frijda and Scherer [35] point out that hedonic experiences and
making contacts with others, among others, share this universality. However, Mesquita
and Ellsworth [36] specify that what is culturally universal is a link between appraisal
patterns and emotions, rather than emotions per se. Such dimensions may include, for
example, novelty, pleasantness, control certainty, agency, and compatibility with per-
sonal or social values. Cultural psychology can be understood as the scholarship of the
ways in which cognitive and affective (bodily emotional processes) as well as behav-
ioural ways of being are formed through cultural constructs and socially manifested
meanings [37]. This is extremely important to consider when attempting to surpass the
limitations of cognitive and behavioural psychology as it is culture and social practice
that aids in explaining higher order associative practices and intentionality.

According to Back, cultural activity is, firstly, a product of social norms, the state of
technology and the need for self-expression, and secondly, it is a product of creativity
and structure, where creativity can be translated into a recognized work. In this way,
cultural activity is partly determined by social and psychological factors and is partly
free objects of creativity [38]. From a fashion perspective, this is related to the seminal
concept for describing its function, that is identity which is also linked to self-realiza-
tion and chosen life forms that are social in nature [11]. From this perspective, we may
begin to understand that cultural context plays a key role in informing emotions [29].
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Power & Dalgleish admit, one of the important characteristics of emotion is its role in
communication with others [39]. People have unique social experiences that they bring
with them to social interactions, and these past experiences (along with expectations
and emotions) become part of any social context [40]. Lazarus reminds that to under-
stand what is happening regarding emotions in immediate social encounters, “one must
keep in mind that each participant is reacting to cues or signals from the others” [41]
(p. 379). That is, social emotions require the development of mutuality and must be
created in the minds of more than one individual by implicit or explicit agreement.
Therefore, social interaction requires mental processes that enable the construction and
implementation of common plans. These processes crucially depend on the fact that
each actor has a “self-model” [42].

A social psychological approach to culture leads to focus placed upon the dynamics
of collective behavior, as people fit their lines of action together and in the process,
create culture, especially in the context of small groups. This “culture-in-the-making”
approach draws heavily from a symbolic-interactionist perspective and focuses on how
people communicate to develop shared understandings. In this perspective culture may
be viewed as a “structure of feelings,” and the emotions and values linked to shared
understandings are grounded in the social contexts in which they are developed and
experienced [40]. This is also how fashion often begins, and what Blumer refers to in
the collective process, when requirements assessment forms the basis for acceptance or
rejection. In Blumer’s words, fashion “represents an organic sensitivity to objects of
social experience” (p. 284) [43]. Mesquita, Boiger, and De Leersnyder’s model of “cul-
tural mandates” (including norms, ideals, or goals) shows that emotions have social
functions: they help individuals to achieve certain social goals. The model is based on
how people appear to construct their experience of a given emotion within a particular
situation in ways that match the cultural mandate [44].

2.1 Cultural symbolism and social context

Humans create their own worlds and distinguish among artefacts according to their
significance [45] as well as how these respond to concerns based on the symbolic char-
acteristics and experiential benefits beyond interaction [26]. Symbolic life, the exist-
ence and dynamics of signifying elements (signs, symbols, forms that stand for and
refer to something outside themselves) [19][20], is generated, instilled and maintained
through culture and cultural practice [46][47]. Symbols permeated through culture are
both tangible, as seen within the technological design landscape, as well as intangible,
i.e., the meanings, actions and values we associate with these technological designs.
Technology embodies rules, habits or routines, practice, as well as narratives, concepts,
myths and even art (intentionality converted into expression) [48]. While Geertz [46]
and Keesing [47] would argue that these are relatively stable, we on the other hand
acknowledge the ephemerality of culture. Culture is always in flux [49]. It is the
changes within culture that derive from evolving social, political, economic, environ-
mental etc. conditions that can additionally arguably seen within the expressions of
fashion [50].
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Based on the above mentioned relationship between culture, cognition, psychology
and emotions, the role of social context in affecting emotions is imperative. It is through
social processes that the symbolic (and arguably behavioural) world gains its ground,
and thus, emotions are highly dependent on social context as it frames and attributes
particular meanings to various signifying elements in varying compositions. If we could
imagine information in its raw form as collections of tangible objects (building blocks
or atoms; assemblages) for instance, we could understand social context as the multi-
sensory, embodied, discursive scaffolding that frames, structures and organises infor-
mation. This structure provided by social context operates in terms of meaning – what
the information signifies, describes and means within action-communication situations,
and the valence (positive-negative) or weighting (passive-active - arousal) of this infor-
mation in terms of emotional value [51]. Ashmore, Deaux and McLaughlin Volpe [52]
described the connections between emotions and social context as a “general and con-
tinuing multi-layered and interwoven set of material realities, social structures, and
shared belief system that surround any situation” (p. 103). In fact, Ashmore and col-
leagues argue that social contexts are the main source or generator of individually ex-
perienced thoughts, feelings and actions. They also however, argue that through remov-
ing physical contexts and concentrating on social ones, it is possible to distinguish the
roots and degrees of temporality via which specific emotions are experienced.

We argue that social contexts cannot be neatly separated from physical contexts. In
fact, there are social dimensions to every physical context and social conditions for
every physical aspect, particularly when considering design and technology [53]. To
illustrate, the physical element or physicalized embodiment of a design object denotes
temporality through style, size, scale, functionality, and how it connects with social
cultural discourse [9]. Time provides an immaterial yet ever present physical frame, or
series of capsules (design could be interpreted as these series of time capsules) through
which cognition, emotions and experience evolve, especially when considering human-
made artefacts and systems. For example, according to Saariluoma and Oulasvirta [54],
the critical question in experience analysis is how one essentially perceives the meaning
of "being in the world" in interaction. Such an approach draws attention, not only to the
constructive relationship between human experience and intentions, but also to its ma-
terial-socio-cultural-historical circumstances [54]. This is also what Forlizzi recalls:
designers must pay attention to the ebbs and flows of time and the phrasing of interac-
tions [55]. For example, the importance of presence and its implications is important to
understand in creating any physical environment, but in experiencing virtual reality
(VR), its necessity has been particularly emphasized [56].  Nature on the other hand,
despite its regeneration, can be interpreted in Western cultures in particular, as more
static and constant [57].

2.2 Emotional Culture

Structural socio-politics, situations, events and changing or depending of available in-
formation strongly influence collective emotional climates [52]. These contexts along
with their contextual cues, help guide emotional orientations. Another concept that can
be linked to this collective and social way of understanding emotional experience is
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that of emotional culture. Emotional culture consists of the combination of culture, so-
cial context and the overall emotional value attributed to the repertoire. An emotional
culture instils immaterial, value-based and emotional rules of practice that are anchored
by meaning for various members and groups in society. For instance, to look at the
communicated emotional culture of modern tech companies – i.e., that of Google, Go-
fore and Facebook – strategic design moves hand-in-hand with the ethos (philosophy),
vision and ambition of the companies. Attached to ambition and aspiration alone, and
housed within the design of both the marketing and communication material, user in-
terfaces, as well as the internal organisational design, from wallpaper to professional
titles, specific emotional qualities are projected and fostered within the organisational
groups (creating frames) [58].

Organisational culture in itself is a composite of fashion [59]. Traditional top-down
operation models with steep hierarchies and multi-layers of bureaucracy are no longer
in fashion. Instead, more collaborative, horizontal-style companies in which each ex-
pert employee feels empowered by their own ability to influence is more the rage [60].
This mode of sensibility is conveyed additionally through the brand image as well as
through the products and services that are created and promoted by the companies,
whereby communication (e.g., marketing, styling, packaging, events and the milieu)
with the audience, plays a significant role, as does the generated use culture – how
people understand not only the product use, but also the social dynamics that exist
around the products [61]. In this way, we can understand the SE of contemporary tech
products as a fashion phenomenon that is permeated from the core of organisational
ideology outwards to the grassroots of society – how we see the design objects we con-
sume, and how we see ourselves with the designs and through these in relation to other
people. To say this and when fashion is rejected from material and treated, in accord-
ance with Kawamura, as a symbolic tool that exists in people’s minds and beliefs [15],
fashion can be seen as an embodiment of sociocultural climate.

3  Symbolic interactionism and its function in social experience

On this note, we move towards symbolic interactionism (SI). According to SI, meaning
occurs through dialogue [43]. In fact, something so seemingly singular as an individ-
ual’s identity, subjective experience and sense of self is argued as manifesting and being
the product of continual processes of interactions that occur through symbolism. SI puts
a label on the semiotic logic of both human-technology interactive processes, and hu-
man-human interactive processes – explaining the continuum of experience as a recip-
rocal, cyclical and concurrent network of symbols and their attribution of meaning (in-
terpretation) [62]. As George Herbert Mead emphasizes, “[m]an lives in a world of
meaning” (p. 382) [62], and fashion is undeniably a phenomenon of symbolic mean-
ings. According to Matteucci and Marino, “[f]ashion thus attests the existence of a re-
ality in which what is essentially required is not the capacity of interpreting differently
a certain “given,” but rather the ability of perceptually moving within an aesthetically
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thick space” (p. 56) [63]. Thus, meanings are often connotative and reflect the commu-
nication of socio-cultural values [26]. In this respect, to understand meaning making in
interaction, one has to go beyond objects.

Shott [64] examined the relationship between emotion and social life. She argued
that SI is apt for the analysis of the processing, experiencing, construction and expres-
sion of emotions, particularly in light of the social nature of emotions. In fact, not only
did Shott highlight the social contingency of emotions, she also posited that emotions
play a major role in social control and order. Shott draws on Schachter’s [65] definition
of emotion as a physiological (affective) state of arousal experienced and defined (in-
terpreted) by an individual as being emotionally induced. Here, emotions are under-
stood as comprising two distinct parts, that of psycho-physiological processing of in-
formation on an affective level and the cognition, or cognitive labelling of these affects.
The mental and linguistic (cognitive-linguistic) acts of labelling emotions can be seen
to strongly rely on social and cultural principles that aid in the definition of cognitive-
affective interpretation. It was Clifford Geertz [66] who once said that, “[n]ot only
ideas, but emotions too, are cultural artifacts” (p. 81). To go even deeper into this dis-
cussion we may note that social arrangements prescribe “feeling rules” [67] – the types
of feelings or emotions that are socially allowed to be experienced (publicly, or admit-
tedly) and expressed. This may also be conveyed into the realms of designed artefacts
and technology and the emotions that are expected to be experienced in relation to cre-
ations or 'creative intensities’ – i.e., satisfaction [68] when talking about information
technology use, excitement, desire, and passion [69][70] when talking about artistic,
creative wearables. Even within these small examples there is a dichotomy established
between the me or I (human) and its closeness to what is worn, and what is intentionally
creative, to the technology – human versus technology, even in social emotional dis-
course [71].

3.1 The self and self-representation in social emotional experience

In fact, in relation to the self and self-representation, Psychologist and Philosopher Wil-
liam James [72] distinguished between the ‘I self’ and the ‘me self’. Whereby, the ‘I
self’ was understood as being the information people are aware of regarding themselves
in relation to the world. The ‘me self’ comprised the ways in which an individual sub-
jectively experiences themselves through for instance, self-concepts, self-views, self-
image and self-schema. When comparing this insight to popular semiotic views pre-
sented by Charles Sander Peirce [23] and Ferdinand de Saussure [73] for instance, we
can see that the phenomenological ‘I self’ is pragmatic, and uses information presented
in the external world as a means of catalyst for interpretation and comparison in the
internal mental world. The ‘me self’ resembles de Saussure’s views on semiotics in that
here, everything is mentally bound – there is no understanding really of the external or
so-called material world, as everything we know occurs mentally. The signified and
signifier cannot be removed from the interpretation as such. In SI however, there is a
synthesis of these views existing on the social, discursive and interpretive levels. Thus,
to inject the self once again into the discussion, we may draw on Ulric Neisser’s [74]
understanding of self-representation and self in that the way that one represents the self
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also affects the experience of self. Neisser uses terms such as ‘ecological self’ to ex-
press how the self exists in networks of systems, and the ‘interpersonal self’ as the ways
in which the self exists as a verbal and non-verbal social construction that manifests
through interaction with others.

Both the ecological self and the interpersonal self are interesting to gauge from the
perspective of HTI design and development processes. This enables the application of
SI to analyse the SE of technology experience through the lens of fashion. These days
the ecological self for instance, manifests through multidimensional and complex sys-
tems, both atomically (physically) and digitally. Our environments and contexts are
both natural and physically constructed. We may live in an airtight eco-smart home that
is electronically dependent, in the middle of the forest. Already these juxtaposed mate-
rial conditions interact with our social ideologies and values in such a way that specific
cognitive-affective states glaze over our sense of state, belonging and identity accord-
ing to how we see our so-called eco-friendly home contributing to environmental sus-
tainability, and how we identify with the nature we are surrounded by. Then, when
considering the hyper-textual, hyper-contextual environments we are a part of and in-
teract with through online information every day, our sense of self, self-representation
and emotional states emerging through social and symbolic interactions, the domain of
social emotions becomes ever more complicated.

Fig. 1. Fashion, technology and symbolic interactionism in social emotional expe-
rience (Adapted from [75] & [43])

Yet, this interpersonal self exists as a part of these highly complex systems. It is
through social systems and order that we have arrived upon this social-technological
complexity [76]. Our systemic existence is contingent on the societal developments of
our environment. This existence is manifested and defined through interpersonal rela-
tions and interactions that are either confirmed, reinforced or rejected by emotions –
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positive and excited emotions for example, versus negative and repellent emotions. We
define ourselves in relation to others and how we connect through these social emo-
tional processes. Symbolic interactionism is one way of viewing these complex and
dynamic relationships that determine emotional experience through social processes in
relation to the self. SI is based on the argument that humans possess a sense of self that
renders them conscious of their own actions and being in relation to others []. The self
can be seen as both a subject and an object. The self as subject, is a being with agency.
This view on the self is one of a person who can choose for themselves – they can
choose what to consume, how to express themselves in relation to what and who they
would like to be. The self as object exists when we observe and are aware of ourselves
and the way we behave. In this scenario our identity and sense of self, combined with
self-concept provide a basis for social meanings that are highly dependent on the culture
we live in and the reactions of others [75].

Others in any given instance, comprise those who we do not know or who are not
particularly significant to us from the perspective of our concept of self, as well as the
particular others, who are important to us. While all others (individuals) have the ability
to influence our emotions, it is quite strongly the particular or significant others who
play key roles in shaping them [77]. As emotions are highly contingent on expectations
(they are a way of preparing the mind and body for action/interaction), we also find
ourselves either living up to, or living down to the expectations others have for us. This
is known as the Pygmalion (or Rosenthal) Effect, named as such after the Greek myth
of the sculptor Pygmalion who fell in love with his own statue creation that embodied
all his ideals of the perfect women and wife. The physical form dictated his belief that
if the statue would be a human, she indeed would be perfect in all respects [78]. In
reflection of this, we may see that expectations greatly influences our behavior (e.g.,
consumption), self-expression, performance and realisation, as we react (implicitly or
explicitly) to these expectations. For example, Lazarus states that the power of external
directives over individual persons arises, at least in part, from the desire to conform to
what others do and say [41]. In addition, arguably, we also construct ourselves accord-
ing to the expectations we hold of ourselves respectively and aim to match what we
aspire to be within our social-technological context [74].

3.2 Self, expectations and conformity

We do not only comply with people’s expectations however, we also conform to
their behaviour and expression (appearance, spoken and body language etc.), through
our anticipation of what we feel they expect from us – our self-consciousness versus or
in light of our self-schemata.  Humans, as social-emotional beings, are propelled into
conformity that has been scientific demonstrated on numerous occasions in experiments
such as the Asch conformity task [79]. In the Asch conformity task [80] an individual
participant takes part in a group situation, believing that the other members of the group
are also there as participants. The other group members however are confederates
planted in the situation. The group members are shown a line and then are required to
choose a line (1 out of 3) that matches the presented line. As the experiment progresses,
the confederate group members unanimously choose the wrong line. Even in Asch’s
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original experiments, approximately 30 % of the participants chose the wrong line in
conformance with the rest of the group. Similar patterns can be seen in the elevator
experiment, for instance, conducted by Candid Camera in the 1960s that showed peo-
ple in an elevator turn and adjust their bodies according to where other elevator travel-
lers were facing [81]. These are very much social technological examples of how hu-
mans operate in relation to one another. Here, we argue that this conformity and adjust
of behaviour also operates on emotional and experiential levels.

It was Hildred Geertz [82] who argued that cultural systems possess patterned ideas
about particular forms of interpersonal relationships and their associated cognitive-af-
fective states. Geertz additionally mentioned that these represent a small portion out of
a spectrum of social emotional experiences, operating in a somewhat stereotypical fash-
ion – that is, we take the social-cultural idea of what emotions are expected in relation
to what context and which people and often allow this to shape our own emotional
experience of subsequent phenomena. This process is known as emotional socialisation
[64] or even emotional specialisation [82] when considering the cognitive-affective
process versus the expressive or representational one – how intensely one will show
their deep emotions.

3.3 Feeling Rules

The ideas of Geertz [82] link to Goffman’s [83] research on impression management.
Impression management concentrates on rules and principles that function within dif-
fering forms of social interaction. Goffman argued that people manage and control their
outward emotion strategically. While this is valuable information from the perspective
of measuring emotional experience through face gestures for instance, the explicit pro-
cesses of social emotional experience on a cognitive-affective level were relatively un-
dealt with in his work. Emotional psychology scholars [84][85] proposed the term
“emotion work” to describe the way in which emotions operate in social situations.
Hoschild [67] expanded on this with his coined term “feeling rules” that served to em-
phasise the fact that people not only regulate their externally expressed emotions, but
they also attempt to feel and experience the emotions that they expect should be felt in
certain social situations. This is due to there being a dual layer of emotion guessing, or
emotion matching – that which we feel we should be feeling in relation to the user
through the lens of empathy, and then naturally, the emotion and situation of the user
with which we are attempting to emphasise.

Not only is there the tension between what should be felt and displayed with what
perhaps may, if ever, come naturally as in primary emotional processes or basic emo-
tions [19][70] – that is, instant cognitive-affective reactions that are directly triggered
by stimuli such as fear, disgust, excitement etc. – but these “feeling rules” also influence
how we genuinely feel. Whether this be a question related to, “if we say it often enough
we start believing it,” or regarding the emotional quality of these overlapping processes
(e.g., stress of trying to cover the feeling of disappointment), remains to be seen and is
highly dependent on context [86]. In fact, feeling rules are engrained in our social fabric
that strongly define how we imprint encounters, which in turn affects our emotions.
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4 Emotional Appraisal towards a social model of experience

From this perspective we may also observe a multi-levelled appraisal process. Ap-
praisal theory in its basic understanding can be described as the argument that emotions
and emotional states arise through continual information processing (cognitive-affec-
tive processes) in which humans (or animals) evaluate phenomena against their core
concern – wellbeing and survival [87][88]. Personal meaning, which is what arouses
emotions, is the product of appraisal. Although emotions are responses to events that
are important to the individual [89], and as previously discussed, the person-environ-
ment relationships that arouse emotions most often take place with other people. How-
ever, two individuals that construe situations quite similarly and agree on the facts, may
still react through very different emotions. This is influenced, for example, by person-
ality variables as well as the reality through which they have appraised the adaptational
significance of facts. Personal meanings are nonetheless relational – they have to do
with how relationships affect our well-being [89][90]. Whether this be social or cultural
wellbeing, or direct physical safety, our emotions and the cognitive-affective – mental
representational level and physiological level of experiencing them - can be seen as an
in-built and highly evolved mechanism to adjust our actions to maximise our chances
of self-preservation. From this perspective, it is arguably apparent that social interac-
tions, hierarchies and processes are key components to this self-preservation and its
associated cognitive-affective evaluation process [87][90].

Lazarus prioritizes three appraisal components in which culture has a major impact
on acquired and considered goals. These are goal relevance, goal congruence or incon-
gruence, and type of ego-involvement. Relevance of an important goal means the po-
tential for strong emotions. Although individuals differ, Lazarus argues that culture in-
fluences the values, goals, and main hierarchies that members acquire and express, in-
cluding their identities [41]. Smith and Mackie [91] indicate that it is possible to con-
ceptualize and explore emotions based on people’s social group membership which
may become part of a person’s “social identity” - an extended version of the self. Au-
thors reassure that when a significant group identity becomes salient, people think of
themselves and fellow in-group members as “we” (p. 349). Moreover, like any emo-
tional reaction, the authors recall that group-based emotions may change when the ap-
praisals that generate them also alter. In the case of group-based emotions it is espe-
cially likely that social influence from other in-group members may directly influence
an individual’s perception and appraisal of a situation [91]. Thus, it is possible that
appraisal itself may be partly mediated by social interaction. For example, evaluations
of personal relevance may develop over the course of conversations with others during
which appraised conclusions are negotiated dynamically between interactants rather
than formulated completely in either individual mental system [2]. Overall, Mesquita
and Ellsworth explain in more detail of the universality of the emotion: “if people from
different cultures appraise a situation in the same way, they will experience the same
emotions. If they experience a different emotion, it is because they have appraised the
situation differently, and appraisal theories allow us to specify (at least roughly) what
this difference in appraisal is likely to be” [36] (p. 233).
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Manstead and Fischer [92] refer to the appraisal of others’ reactions to the emotional
event as social appraisal. Appraisals of other persons can have a large impact on the
course of an individual’s process of appraisal. Here, the authors propose a reappraisal
(the term used by Lazarus [41]) to refer to ongoing evaluation that differs from appraisal
only in the sense that it comes later. One basis for this point of view is that the self is
almost always entailed in emotion. That is, what is appraised is not the event per se,
but the event-in-relation-to-self, and the event that is appraised is also very likely to be
appraised in relation to the reactions of others. The latter is constitutive of the emotion
process, in the sense that it can influence both the perception of coping potential and
the way in which the appraisal process unfolds over time [92]. Mesquita, Boiger, and
De Leersnyder [44] use the expression “doing emotions” to describe the active process
of meaning making that is consequential for the way in which individuals navigate their
social environment, and thus also constantly reappraising emotions. Authors highlight
that the process also involves selective attention and meaning making [44]. Indeed,
John Dewey has portrayed the complexity of the process of experience by drawing from
it a stormy ocean in which waves collide, or ripple forward [93]. In general, an idea that
the emotional experience is a process, has been widely shared among so-called ap-
praisal theorists.

4.1 Motivation, emotions and technological experience

Motivation has been recognised as a key basis for emotional appraisal [94]. Oatley,
Kelter and Jenkins [34] raise three different social motivations: attachment, affilication,
and assertion. In design processes where human positive emotions are most often the
subject of consideration, the first two in particular are central. Affiliation draws indi-
viduals together; typical positive emotions associated with affiliation are affection,
warmth, and liking. Similar to Abraham Maslow [95] with his hierarchy of motivation
and needs, Ellsworth and Scherer [94] identify the motivational basis of emotions as
encompassing needs, goals and values. They focus on the goals of survival, maintaining
positive social relationships, the enjoyment of pleasurable experiences, and even goals
embedded in mundane acts such as fetching a cup of coffee. Ellsworth and Scherer go
on to emphasise differences between cultures that are shuttled through varying content
and elements in social dimensions such as identity, values, justice and norms. These
differences, however subtle or exacerbated, cause alterations in the characteristics of
goals and priorities. Moreover, in addition to the collective vision of norms, values and
justice, there is also the recognition of the importance of self, the social identity and
dynamics of self, as well as the conceptualisation of the other. These points strongly
correlate with Blumer’s [43] theory of symbolic interactionism, as well as many other
studies related to self and self-representation [72][74]. The basic principle of this in-
sight is that social species such as human beings rely on other similar beings for their
survival. This is where technology, its design, and the fashions that manifest and are
manifested by technology design is so important. Technology, the material and sys-
temic realisation of thought, norms, action and ideologies are the boundary objects that
aid to bridge individuals. They are concrete touchpoints that connect people and their
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behaviour. Technology assists social organisation equally as much as social organisa-
tion can be considered technology in and of itself. Mass symbolic expressions that take
place through technology fashion can be seen as the embodiments of norms (shared
rules), status (brand and quality), appropriate and inappropriate behaviour as well as
prerogatives (privilege) [9].

Emotions can be seen as a mode of regulation. It is the experience of emotions –
i.e., the enthusiasm of a colour (handbag), logic (intuitive user interface) or the experi-
ence of an enlarged (celebrity) self through vlogging (influencing) – that serves to reg-
ulate and conform behaviour to the norms of the context and times. Therefore, the di-
mensions of value relevance, external standard compatibility, legitimacy and authen-
ticity are also considered a part of appraisal criteria through which we cognitively and
affectively evaluate phenomena. We appraise other people and external phenomena
equally as much as we evaluate ourselves [96]. The self is appraised in light of a self-
ideal, salient social identity or self-concept [97]. This dimension comes close to Wil-
liam James’ description of the me self [72]. This is also where an understanding of
internalised or implicit ethics come into play, as often the reflective evaluation of self
is contingent upon a comparison of the individual’s being and behaviour in light of their
self-ideal and internalised moral code – what they believe to be either right/good or
wrong/evil.

In respect to the way in which culture influences this process we can see that culture
influences self-concept differentiation [98][99]. Self-significance is greatly reliant on
the social environment’s “feeling rules” – how the self can be emphasised in relation to
the collective [100][101]. Emotional reactions and the ways in which emotional expe-
rience influences the composition of these reactions are strongly connected to emo-
tional regulation, representation of self, and how this regulation aids in maintaining
social coherence [102]. Additionally, appraisals of events and phenomena are very
likely to differ from one culture to the next, depending on the role they play within the
respective societies. Yet, while the content and semantic value of this content differs
across cultures, there are universals that can be observed in relation to appraisal patterns
and resulting emotional experiences. Just like technology and its design fashions, cul-
tures and societies are continuously evolving human products – thought, feelings and
action move through trends – from the seemingly new or novel to states of mundane
and then outdated [41]. These time and situation specific factors are vital to the pro-
cessing of emotions in light of any phenomena, none the least technology design and
its fashions.

4.2 Fashion Framework of Social Emotions in Technology Interaction Design
– a Proposal (FASHEM)

Based on the matters mentioned above, we feel the need for the introduction of a
model that can serve as a framework for more precisely understanding the socio-emo-
tional experience of human-driven technology design. As established above, technol-
ogy is cultural and social [96]. Design and the ways in which fashions socially manifest
can be seen to both represent and generate the compositions of emotional experience.
For these reasons we propose a framework for understanding fashion as a paradigm in
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the social emotional experience of technology. Our model incorporates a SI approach
to the induction and sustainment of social emotions experienced in relation to technol-
ogy by embracing its existence in a specific (hyper-contextual) environment, at a spe-
cific time, in a particular culture. This is where fashion reflects sociocultural phenom-
ena and movements that affect human life forms and manifest as material and/or im-
material signifiers.

Fig. 2. Fashion framework of social emotions in technology interaction design
[FASHEM]

The proposed model comprises three distinct dimensions: 1) the context – cultural
context, environment, situation etc.; 2) the human dimension – what people are doing
within these contexts; and 3) Symbolic Interaction (SI) processes. These components
of social emotional experience are constantly acting and are interacting on various lev-
els. The elements in the model are presented in a simplified form. It should be noted
that in reality the various elements overlap with varying intensity depending on context-
intentionality relations. In the first phase of the Fashion Framework of Social Emotions
in Technology Interaction Design (FASHEM) we concentrate on the dynamic interac-
tions occurring on the intrapersonal and interpersonal communication. These take a
stance, firstly, in the socio-emotional characters through 'individual me' (self-schemata;
self-concept; I self) and 'contextual me' (ecological self; me self) in intra and interper-
sonal interactions. Secondly, Level 2 (SYMBOLIC-SEMIOTIC TECHNOLOGY–
FASHION [TEF]) refers to how this interaction and emotional experience of interaction
takes place in relation to technology design and its properties. As we argue, technology
is designed, consumed and exists in fashion paradigms – societal, industrial, scientific
etc. These trends exist through temporality and symbolic discourse – associating and
assimilating the perceived phenomena with previously learned knowledge. Finally, the
framework guides the discovery of accurate socio-emotional characters so that they can
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be incorporated as part of the emerging technology interaction design. Each character
is a socio-emotional element (presented in the model in a most simplified form).

Through this social-cultural approach to emotions and their appraisal we also under-
stand that emotions are complex – for as Ortony and Turner [88] pose, “What’s basic
about basic emotions?” They not only can conflict and contradict one another – to feel
happy to be sad, or, as in the case of “feeling rules” to know that one needs to feel and
express grief at a funeral, because hysterical laughter upon remembering a funny inci-
dent would not be acceptable at such an event – but they exist on levels. Our emotions
are both generated through and operate in relation to collective behaviour and shared
group sentiment (socially constructed ways of expressing emotion). We can understand
the designer’s and design team’s work as that of value creator, or indeed ‘value collec-
tor’ – carefully studying and understanding values (cultural, social, personal) and how
they operate through the symbolic properties of design, then attempting to channel these
through output (product, service and system design).

When understanding these dynamics on a collective level, we may see that technol-
ogy provides a pivot, node or symbol upon which numerous intra and interpersonal
emotional, experiential and interactional processes can anchor. While they are not fixed
in any way from an interpretational perspective, they do provide a set point through
which these processes manifest and can be shared, or communicated, from one individ-
ual to the next. For this reason, the experience of technological design is never not a
social emotional process. Nor, can technology in its various forms and logics, ever be
separated from fashion. Technology and its support of repetitive action as well as trans-
ference of values is always collectively consumed and expressed. Yet, as with culture,
is constantly evolving. It is temporally and situationally dependent, as are the emotions
we experience in relation to them. Our bodies, our minds and our language change in
sync with technological fashions [1]. Wilson [1] goes on to mention that, “[f]ashion
parodies itself” (p. 10). Ephemerality is elevated to cult in which intense emotions are
experienced among the collectives. Yet, through this elevation there is also a mocking
of the moral foundations or pretensions that are represented within culture. The timeli-
ness or temporary state of fashion in itself reveals the construction of societies and their
cultures. Just like “feeling rules”, technology and its fashions simultaneously create a
false sense of reality while actually serving to structure lived social reality.
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